8o ter how fast we turn them out. One brief war is enough
to undo the work of centuries. Surgery of course will
make new advances, though of what use these advances
are it is difficult to see. Our whole way of life has to alter.
We don't want better surgical appliances, we want a better
life. If all the surgeons, all the analysts, all the medicos
could be withdrawn from their activity and gathered to-
gether for a spell in the great bowl at Epidaurus, if they
could discuss in peace and quiet the immediate., drastic
need of humanity at large, the answer would be forth-
coming speedily, and it would be unanimous: REVOLU-
TION. A world-wide revolution from top to bottom, in
every country, in every class, in every realm of conscious-
ness. The fight is not against disease: disease is a by-
product. The enemy of man is not germs, but man him-
self, his pride, his prejudices, his stupidity, his arrogance.
No class is immune, no system holds a panacea. Each one
individually must revolt against a way of life which is
not his own. The revolt, to be effective, must be continu-
ous and relentless. It is not enough to overthrow govern-
ments, masters, tyrants: one must overthrow his own
preconceived ideas of right and wrong, good and bad, just
and unjust We must.abandon the hard-fought trenches,
we have dug ourselves into and come out into the open,
surrender our arms, our. possessions^ our rights as indi-
viduals, classes, nations; peoples. A billion meu seeking
peace cannot be enslaved. We have enslaved ourselves,
by our own petty, circumscribed view of life. It is glorious
to offer one's life for a cause, but dead men atcomplish
nothing. Life demands that we offer something more—
spirit, soul, intelligence, good-will. Nature is ever ready
to repair the gaps caused by death, but nature cannot sup-
ply the intelligence, the will, the imagination to conquer
the forces of death. Nature restores and repairs, that is
all. It is man's task to eradicate the homicidal instinct.

